


A Praying Life Session 1 Homework: 
Read Intro and Chapters 1-2 
Memorize Romans 8:15  
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading:

 
Group Study Guide:
Paul Miller details the frustrations we have with prayer throughout chapter 1 including things like wondering 
if it “works”, people speaking of it with casualness like “I’ll keep you in my prayers”, our inability to pray and 
how self-preoccupied we are in our prayers. did anything from this chapter resonate with you and your 
struggles with prayer? 

Why is “American culture the hardest place in the world to learn to pray?” 

Rev 3:20 — connectedness to God is described like a meal. How is prayer like having a good meal with a 
friend?  

Paul Miller writes: 
“We don’t learn to pray in isolation from the rest of our lives. For example, the more I love our youngest 
daughter, Emily, the more I pray for her. The reverse is true as well; the more I learn how to pray for her, the 
more I love her. Nor is faith isolated from prayer. The more my faith grows, the bolder my prayers get for Jill. 
Then, the more my prayers for her are answered, the more my faith grows. Likewise, if I suffer, I learn how 
to pray. As I learn how to pray, I learn how to endure suffering. This intertwining applies to every aspect of 
the Christian life.”  

What are some benefits from viewing prayer this way? 

Are there any things that you particularly hope to learn and grow in over these 12 sessions? 



A Praying Life Session 2 Homework: 
Read Chapters 3-5 
Memorize Matthew 11:28-29 
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading 

Group Study Guide:
Read Mark 2:13-17. What kind of people come to Jesus? What kind of person must Jesus have been to 
have been liked by sinners and tax collectors? 

Jesus talks about being like a child, take a moment and think of a child you know. What do they ask for, how 
often and in what way? 

Paul Miller lists out various characteristics of children and how they may relate to prayer. What were those 
characteristics? Be honest, does the idea of coming to God like a child bother you?   

One of the things Miller wanted to emphasize was bringing the real you to God in prayer. He focused on the 
critique Jesus had for the pharisees that they were hypocrites. What would your prayers look like if you felt 
like you had to put a spiritual mask on to pray? 

Read Matthew 7:7-11 What is this passage encouraging us to believe about God as our Father? 

Paul Miller offered 7 tips for developing a regular morning prayer time (listed below). A morning prayer time 
is not a “must” in scripture, but is a wise idea and is a great place to start developing a praying life. What are 
the barriers you experience with setting aside time to pray in the morning? Which of these do you think you 
should apply to your life? 

7 steps to spending time with God in the morning:
• Go to bed. What you do in the evening has an impact on what you do in the morning. 
• Get up. It transitions you to a different time other than sleep and you’ll be less tempted to hit snooze 

or go back to sleep.
• Get awake. Coffee or a shower first isn’t less spiritual.
• Get to a quiet place. It is ok to have a routine or location you set up for a normal prayer time.
• Get comfortable. You do not have to have a certain posture to pray.
• Get going. Start small, and allow time to expand as you get more comfortable with a regular prayer 

time.
• Keep going. Consistency is more important than the length of time spent in prayer. 



A Praying Life Session 3 Homework: 
Read Chapters 6-8 
Memorize Philippians 4:6-7 
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading 
  

Group Study Guide:
This set of chapters emphasizes the accessibly we have to come to God in times of weakness, distress and 
helplessness: 

• “The very thing we are allergic to — our helplessness — is what makes prayer work. It works 
because we are helpless. We can’t do life on our own.” 

• “Strong Christians do pray more, but they pray more because they realize how weak they are. They 
don’t try to hide it from themselves. Weakness is the channel that allows them to access grace.” 

• “I didn’t learn to pray continuously; I discovered I was already doing it. I found myself in difficult 
situations I could not control. All I could do was cry out to my heavenly Father. It happened often 
enough that it became a habit, creating a rut between my soul and God.” 

• “Instead of trying to suppress anxiety, manage it, or smother it with pleasure, we can turn our anxiety 
toward God. When we do that, we’ll discover that we’ve slipped into continuous praying." 

What are some of the things in your life that drive you to Prayer? 

What were some of the things that Paul Miller learned about prayer and helplessness from his daughter 
Kim’s autism? How did God answer his prayers?  

Paul Miller writes “a praying life isn’t simply a morning prayer time; it is about slipping into prayer at odd 
hours of the day, not because we are disciplined but because we are in touch with our own poverty of spirit, 
realizing that we can’t even walk through a mall or neighborhood without the help of the Spirit of Jesus." 

God desires both regular times of prayer individually and in groups, but also that we’d seek him consistently 
throughout the day. With the day and age we’re in, many people find themselves texting simple messages to 
friends and family throughout the day. The idea of praying without ceasing seems to be like this kind of habit. 
Do you find yourself having “normal” conversation with God throughout the day? What are some things that 
drive you to pray at odd moments of the day? 

Do you find yourself defaulting to thinking about prayer as either a regular prayer time or the “prayer without 
ceasing” idea? Is it difficult for you to see a “praying life" as both of those things? 



A Praying Life Session 4 Homework: 
Read chapters 9-11 
Memorize Psalm 23:1-3 (try for the whole psalm if you have time) 
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading  

Group Study Guide:
Define cynicism and why is it so dangerous?  

"The Cynic is always observing, critiquing, but never engaged, loving and hoping.” Could someone say the 
same about you..? “ ________ is always observing, critiquing, but never engaged loving and hoping.”? 

Do you personally tend toward naive optimism or cynicism? How has either one of those areas affected your 
prayer life? 

Paul Miller wrote that "without the Good Shepherd we are alone in a meaningless story”. Read psalm 23, 
how does the shepherd bring meaning to David’s story? In the book , Miller re-wrote psalm 23 without all the 
references to God and what God does, how did that impact you?  

We were given 6 ways to combat cynicism: 
1. Be warm but wary
2. Learn to hope again
3. Cultivate a childlike spirit
4. Cultivate a thankful spirit
5. Cultivate repentance
6. Look for Jesus

Which one of these can be best applied to your life today to help you walk more fully in "a praying life"? 



A Praying Life Session 5 Homework: 
Read chapters 12-14 
Memorize Isaiah 57:15 
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading  

Group Study Guide:
Paul Miller says that the Enlightenment doesn’t say that religion is not real, it “defines” it as not 
real. Describe the process of how the enlightenment and science has marginalized prayer. How is this a big 
obstacle for many of us to overcome? 

This separation of the spiritual/physical or fact/feeling impacts us a lot more than we may think, for example: 
Do you find yourself like the unnamed author of the book on prayer on prayer that Paul Miller talks about 
who commenting about how modern medical techniques have ended prayers for the lives of young infants? 
Or do you find yourself responding like Paul Miller thinking that those medical techniques may have been a 
result of the prayers of young moms for their kids? 

What are your thoughts about the example of Luke, the 4 year old boy, who instinctively prayed for his dad 
in Iraq? Are things like this evidence that “prayerless-ness" is a learned behavior? Do you have any similar 
experiences and are there places in the Bible that point to this? (you can read the story here: http://
www.nytimes.com/2004/01/11/magazine/lives-coveting-luke-s-faith.html?mcubz=1&_r=0)  

Can we pray for trivial things (“How else will you find a parking spot?!?) 
Does God care about the details of our life at that level? (parking spaces, fire trucks, pajamas, milk, a 
speech computer). How would praying for trivial things be an example of the infinite-personal God? 

http://www.nytimes.com/2004/01/11/magazine/lives-coveting-luke-s-faith.html?mcubz=1&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/01/11/magazine/lives-coveting-luke-s-faith.html?mcubz=1&_r=0


“When Jesus prays at Gethsemane “take this cup from me” he is being real; Christians rush to “not my will, 
but yours be done” without first expressing their hearts (Luke 22:42). They submit so quickly that they 
disappear. Over-spiritualizing prayer suppresses out natural desire that our house not be burning. When we 
stop being ourselves with God, we are no longer in real conversation with God.” 

This experience is common among Christians who feel like they cannot be real and honest with God about 
their desires or pray for “trivial things” but instead need to pray “not my will, but yours be done”. That is of 
course where we land and the heart we want to have, but Miller emphasizes that God still encourages us to 
be open, asking and seeking him.   

• How would rushing to “not my will, but yours be done” practically and negatively change our 
relationship with God?

• How would only “praying take this cup from me” practically and negatively change our relationship 
with God?



A Praying Life Session 6 Homework: 
Read chapters 15-17 
Memorize John 15:7 
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading  

Group Study Guide:
Read John 14:13-14, 15:7, 15:16, and 16:23-24. What about these promises make you nervous? Have you 
asked God for something and not have him come through? What was that experience like? 

“The praying life is the abiding life. Many Christians hit wall when they connect abiding with asking. They 
freeze, thinking, If i were abiding, then I would get my prayers answered. Abiding feels elusive, like a 
spiritual pipe dream. Abiding is anything but disconnected from life. It is the way life should be done, in 
partnership with God.”  

• When Jesus talks about abiding in John 15, he is using a word “abide” that means to “remain/live”. It 
is meant to communicate day to day presence and security. 

• How does abiding in Christ change our prayers? 

Looking back to the chart on page 132, which side do you typically go towards? Not asking or asking 
selfishly?  
What do we learn from how Jesus prayed to avoid the cliff of not asking or the cliff of asking selfishly? 

What things do we tend to not ask God about? Make a list as a group. 

Prayer involves not only viewing God as father and asking, as we’ve looked at for the last few sessions… 
prayer involves surrender and is a means that God uses to change us and others: 

• “But the point of prayer is shifting control from you to God.” 
• “Almost every Christian is confident God will answer a prayer for change in us, and it scares us to 

death.” 
• “We also don’t pray for change in ourselves because we don’t want to admit that we need to change.” 
• “If you slow down and reflect, you’ll begin to see whole areas of your life where you’ve been prayer 

less.” 

Do you find yourself afraid to pray for change for yourself because it is scary or afraid to pray for change in 
others because it seems controlling?  



Can you think of examples of times where you tried to change an area of your life without being surrendered 
to God or an example of trying to change someone else, like the example of the wife and husband in the 
chapter? 

Have 2-3 members of your group share a situation where they need God’s wisdom (not just advice/
guidance), spend some time praying as a group around those areas.  
 



A Praying Life Session 7 Homework:
Read chapters 18-20 
Memorize Psalm 62:1-2 
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading  

Group Study Guide:
How does Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount close doors to self-will and how does self-will close the door to 
prayer ? 

What did self-will look like in the situation between Paul and Andrew?  

Paul Miller wrote, “Self-will and prayer are both ways of getting things done. At the center of self-will is me, 
carving a world in my image, but at the center of prayer is God, carving me in his son’s image.” 

Self-will relates to a need to control and have power, as if it all depends on our effort or ability. Do you have 
an area in your life where you are relying on self-will? 

“Until you are convinced that you can’t change your child’s (or any other person’s) heart, you will not take 
prayer seriously.” What does prayer do that all other methods can’t do? 

Paul Miller gives us an image of praying and acting with a surrendered will looks  like. Do you tend to the 
despair or demanding side of the road? 

What are some reasons God could be delaying in answering prayer? Are there any themes in your recent 
life with unanswered prayer that God may be using to change you? 



A Praying Life Session 8 Homework:
*From this point on in our study the chapters may differ depending on which version you have of the book. 
The newer version has two new chapters listed as chapters 22 and 23 in the book on Hebrew Laments. We 
are skipping these chapters and will try our best to be clear about which chapters are which in each version. 

Read chapters 21-22 (Waves cover) or chapters 21 and 24 (Blue geometric cover) 
Memorize 2 Corinthians 4:17-18  
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading  

Group Study Guide:
Paul Miller gives us the picture of the desert as the gap between reality and hope. There are 3 responds that 
many of us choose in the desert times:

• Denial: ignoring the reality
• Determination: using self-will and sheer force to pull make what you hope for reality
• Despair: no longer hoping.

Miller’s point is that people of faith live in the desert and they stake their lives on hope without removing their 
eyes from reality. He will even go on to say that God customizes the desert for each of his followers; and 
even Jesus lived in the desert of the hope of the resurrection but knowing that the Father’s faec would have 
to turn away from him on the cross to get there.  

What is your desert?

Are you responding out of denial, determination or despair?  
• If denial, what realty are you not facing?
• If determination, how are you using your self-will or forcing things?
• If despair, what’s happened that has caused you to take your eyes off hope?

Look at the stories of Abraham and Sarah, The Canaanite woman, Jill and Kim and Mary Magdalene. How 
did God enter their stories? How did their desert experiences make their experience of God richer and more 
real?  

• Small group leaders, if you have time you can read through Genesis 15:1-6 and 16:1-6 to dive into 
the Abraham and Sarah story in greater detail.



What happens to our relationship with Jesus and our prayers lives as we experience the desert? How do 
you see/perceive your faith growing through this experience? 

Take some extra time tonight for prayer around your desert experiences.  



A Praying Life Homework Session 9
*From this point on in our study the chapters may differ depending on which version you have of the book. 

Read chapters 23-25 (Waves cover) or chapters 25-27 (Blue geometric cover) 
Memorize Ephesians 3:20 
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading  

Group Study Guide:
As a group, summarize Joanne’s approach to prayer. What questions would you ask her if she came to 
describing her situation and asked you about why God feels unresponsive? 

Paul Miller uses this to lead into his conversation about making “isolated prayer requests” and praying in 
“the context of a story”. What does he mean by this? 

At one point Paul Miller writes about how redemptive history is God bringing grace through suffering. He 
also tells a story about his daughter Kim’s job search and how God used it to build humility and dependance 
in him.   He writes: “I have prayed for humility, and it dawned on me that God was answering my prayer. I 
would have preferred humility to come over me like magic. Instead, God teaches humility in humble places. 
He keeps me sane by letting me pick up dog manure after I’ve spoken at a conference. What I thought was 
a stone was really a loaf of bread.”  

• Have you ever thought that God has given you a bad gift that really turned out to be a good gift? 

• Throughout these chapters Miller wants us to understand that God works in the big picture, over lots 
of time and through his work, our prayers and even our efforts. What would happen in your life if you 
just “gave up” when things didn’t seem to be going your way or when God felt unresponsive?

“Whenever you love you reenact Jesus’ death”.  Paul Miller wants us to see that there aren’t “many stories” 
to the Christian faith, but they’re all point back to the gospel story where the love of Jesus meant his death 
so that we may have life. According to Paul Miller, how are we blessed when we “live a gospel story”?  



A Praying Life Homework Session 10:
*From this point on in our study the chapters may differ depending on which version you have of the book. 

Read chapters 26-28 (Waves Cover) or Chapters 28-30 (Blue geometric cover) 
Memorize Hebrews 4:12 
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading  

Group Study Guide:
In what ways does having a system help us to pray? Should we be careful about systems too? Why? 

Paul Miller says that we don’t write down our prayer requests because we don’t take it seriously and do not 
think it actually works. He also warns that the hard part is not finding time to write them down, but the 
unbelief we experience lurking in the background. We think, “this is corny”, “will this even work” or “this feels 
legalistic”. Have you seen yourself struggle to take pray seriously or avoid systems because they feel 
legalistic?  

Read these passages as a group and discuss what the Bible says about the word of God. Based on these 
scriptures, why should we incorporate scripture into how we pray for people? 

• Psalm 119:105
• Isaiah 55:10-11
• Romans 10:17
• Ephesians 6:17-18
• 2 Timothy 3:16-17
• Hebrews 4:12
• 1 Peter 1:22-25

Paul Miller talks about his story of his relationship with Bob where he prayed for Bob, watched God work and 
then God provided an opportunity for him to work in a physical and humbling way. In his story he makes the 
comment that “it seldom occurs to us to plant the seed of thoughtful praying because we think people like 
Bob don’t change.”  

• Have you recognized this pattern of praying, watching and working in your relationship with someone 
you’re praying for?

• In what ways does praying for someone helps you to love them more?

• Do you have a Bob in your life to pray for? Do not get caught in gossip in your group, but is there a 
scripture that comes to mind that you should be praying for this person?  



A Praying Life Session 11
Read chapters 29-30 (Waves Cover) or Chapters 31-32 (Blue geometric cover) 
Memorize 1 Peter 5:6-7 
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading  

Group Study Guide:
According to Paul Miller, what are the dangers of being “Word only” focused? What are the dangers of being 
“Spirit only” focused?  

“When people call their own thoughts or feelings ‘God’s voice’ it puts them in control of God and ultimately 
undermines God’s word by elevating human intuition to the status of divine revelation. Unless scripture 
guards and directs our intuitions, we can easily run amok and baptize our selfish desires with religious 
language. ”  
Have you see this kind of thing happen in your own life?  

According to Paul Miller, how does the word of God help us hear God’s voice above the “kingdom of noise?”  

Prayer Journaling: 
Paul Miller discusses prayer journaling as an example of cultivating a listening and surrendered heart. It is 
the focused act of slowing down and reflecting on the state of your heart, in a real and honest way, before 
God. Through this practice God brings scripture to mind, shows us areas of repentance as well as ways he 
has been at work. 

Journaling is not a scriptural commandment, but a helpful tool to connect the dots of how God has been 
at work in our prayers.   

Calvin wrote his most famous work, The Institutes of the Christian Religion at the age of 27. It is a 
theological book defending protestant Christianity and depending on which edition you have it can touch 
1500 pages in length. It is a beautiful and complex work of Christian theology. Calvin opens up the entire 
book with these words:  

“Without knowledge of self there is no knowledge of God” 

He continues: “Nearly all the wisdom we possess, that is to say, true and sound wisdom, consists in two 
parts: the knowledge of God and of ourselves. But, while joined by many bonds, which one precedes and 
brings forth the other is not easy to discern.”  

Calvin will go on to detail how we cannot think of ourselves without turning our thoughts to God because 
God has implanted in us a certain understanding of his divine majesty... and we cannot think of God 
without being led to repentance and a greater knowledge of ourselves.  



Paul Miller touches on these thoughts when he talks about Augustine’s biographical, devotional journal, The 
Confessions.  

• Based on your reading and these earlier thoughts… How does the process of journaling, and slowing 
down to focus on how God’s been at work in our lives lead us to a greater knowledge of God and of 
ourselves? 

• Could it be that we are unaware of God’s work in changing our hearts/lives and his answering of 
prayer because we do not have any system in place to track it?

Are there any things you want to commit to put into practice to help you listen to God and reflect on how he 
is at work? 



A Praying Life Session 12:
Read chapters 31-32 (Waves Cover) or Chapters 33-34 (Blue geometric cover) 
Memorize 1 Corinthians 2:9 
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading  

Group Study Guide:
Paul Miller has strongly emphasized throughout the book that prayer helps us because we do not have 
control over our heart and lives or the hearts and lives of others. Prayer is intertwined with our relationship 
with God because he is in us and we are in him as followers of Christ.  

“Im not hunting for an experience with God; I’m inviting God into my life experience. He is in me, and I 
am in him. As I bring to him my real life with my real needs, he acts in amazing ways. He is at work 
touching my life, doing what I can’t do. The result? Thanksgiving. You don’t have to work at worship when 
God is so alive.”  

What does it look like to “hunt for an experience” vs. inviting God into your life experience?  

Paul Miller writes: "We don’t need a praying life because it is a duty. That would wear thin quickly. We need 
time to be with our Father every day because every day our hearts and the hearts of those around us are 
overgrown with weeds.”  

Why would praying based on duty alone grow tiresome? What motivates you to pray? Has that motivation 
changed throughout this study? 

According to Paul Miller, what are some of the problems we face when we are in the midst of an “unfinished 
story”?  
As an example of living in an “unfinished story”, Paul Miler talks about the exile to Babylon and the return to 
Jerusalem and reconstruction of the new temple. He writes: “Every person who heard these words died 
without seeing anything happen. In fact, their children and grandchildren died. For five hundred and fifty long 
years, nothing happened. God was present but silent.” 

As a group read Psalm 137:1-6. If you were Jewish at the time, what would you have been experiencing? 
How did God use a situation as bleak as the exile to Babylon to bring glory to himself? 

What hope does this give you when you’re unable to see what God is doing in things you’re praying about 
and praying for? 


